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The dissonance of it all!
Real world of work                             Exams             
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World Economic Forum – How will digital change your working world. 
https://agenda.weforum.org/wp-content/uploads/rtr2m8vm1-628x330.jpg

Exams at Monash Caufield in 2015 (mathew.hilier[at]monash.edu)
70,000 student university

We are faced with a growing disconnect between the way high 
stakes testing is conducted using pen on paper exams and 
students’ everyday experiences of study, work and life.



Three dimensions – Good e-Exams
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Pick two? …. 
We need to strive for all three.

Relevant and 
rigorous

Doable and 
cost effective

Valid and identity 
verified

Authenticity

Integrity Scalability



Authenticity: 
Enabling a broad pedagogical landscape for the assessment of 21st Century 
capabilities. Go beyond a ‘quiz’ paradigm. Use ‘tools of the trade’ (word processor, 
spread sheet, database, math, stats, graphics, multimedia, software dev, simulations, 
CAD, discipline tools). Flexible for open/closed book (restricted online, or isolated 
offline, e-resources). Data open for analytics.

Scalability: 
Mix multiple computer marked question types as well as constructed and 
process problems. Large scale equipment provision ≈ BYOD. Reliable ≠ 
networks!? = optional.

Integrity: 
Supervised environment. Known, consistent and controllable. System wide 
activity and identity logging.  Anti-cheating ≥ paper.

Triad - Requirements



Three dimensions - Which e-Assessment Approach?
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Pick two? …. 
Authentic e-exams are not readily available 
off-the shelf. Investment and time required.

Authentic 21C 
Assessment, 

scalable, robust, 
secure?

Administratively 
efficient, low cost?

Available now?

Good

Quick Cheap



Writing Tools
Authentic                              Not
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Engineering Problem Solving
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Authentic                              Not



Why e-exams?
SAMR Model 
Substitution 
Augmentation 
Modification 
Redefinition 
Ruben R. Puentedura

The value of the ‘e’
in e-exams.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAMR



What are others doing?



Finland – School sector – Abitti system

BYOD + USB
Wireless
Powerless
Scalable
Encrypted
Authentic assessments?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finnish SchoolsAbitti system – BYOD boot from USB (common image for all exams). Questions and answers reticulated from/to a server. The server can be the ad-hoc teacher’s laptop (booted from special USB) for a small class group, or a school or national centre server for pre-tertiary exams.See www.abitti.fi for more details (use a translation service – but provides downloads for both generic student and teacher USBs).All pre-tertiary subject exams will be converted to eExams by 2019 – Mathematics last.Frequent use in schools at Year 10-12 establishes critical boot up skills, BYOD confidence, and expectations of computer-based assessment.Many tests are MCQ, short and essay answers. Additional software can be incorporated, but answers can only include a screenshot of the output rather than a native application data file.



Security:
Time
Place
Identity
Datacentre
Scalable?

Finland – university sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finnish universitiesExam – self-book and check into a Studio 24/7 in any of 26 universities nationwide. Exam banks individualise assessment for each student. By eliminating paper, the administrative processes for summative assessment are reduced and cost less.Client/server architectureAccessed via web browser (admin, teachers, students)SaaS or local implementationIntegrations with SIS/registry (Rest/JSON or CSV)Uses EduPerson schema (federated sign-in)Restricted access to taking an exam: ip number and time restriction plus user identification Supports existing processes: tens of thousands of summative exams done yearly  



Iceland

Fetch Save

Teachers
Monitoring panel

e-resources e-responses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IcelandUniversity of IcelandOur system was created in 1998 and is outdated (written in Perl) – BUT it works It works only on computers that are on wire on our domain [institutional, with Ethernet connection]; want BYOD solution.Students log on by using the user name and password provided to them – the system does NOT work on your own usernameAfter log-on the user has access to one drive (Home) and two folders (Fetch and Save)During examination we monitor the process and remind students to save if neededOnce the examination is over, all the solutions are saved to the home directories of teachers10% of all exams are eScriptsThe scripts are readable!Reporting grades is much fasterLess photocopying – less paper is usedThe Icelandic Lawbook (Lagasafn) has not been published on paper since 2007 e-Students have direct access to it and are much faster at searching and finding proper articles to cite than to work with a bookPermitted aids can be placed in the Fetch-directory and searched electronicallyReykjavik UniversityUSB boot on BYOD systemAbout 10% of exams use computers at Reykjavik University.It is used for all programming courses, for final exams and mid-semester exams.Despite attending an RU exam introduction class well before the exam, many students still find starting up from a USB very difficult, which causes headaches for technical support staff at the start of large exams (e.g. 300 students scattered over 7 classrooms).Because the system supports a coding development environment and long essay question responses, as well as single/multiple choice questions, exams can be set at a wide range of cognitive levels. Multiple choice questions are graded automatically.



Switzerland – Safe Exam Browser (ETH Zurich)

Virtual machine detection 
Application locking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safe Exam Browser is a webbrowser-environment to carry out online exams safely. The software changes any computer into a secure workstation. It regulates access to resources like system functions, other websites and applications and prevents unauthorised resources being used during an exam. SEB consists of a kiosk application and a browser part, which are running on a examination computer. The kiosk application locks down the examination computer, the browser part communicates via the internet (or a LAN) with the quiz module of a LMS running on a server.SafeExamBrowser is:Open source & freewareUsed worldwide, ½ million exams in 2016ModularFor any web & computer based exam systemDeveloped since 2008 mainly at ETH ZurichPublicly co-funded (2010-2014) by national Swiss e-learning programsNow sustained by SEB ConsortiumFor Windows, macOS and iOSFor Linux as configurable kiosk browser / netpoint9Integrations with Moodle, ILIAS, OpenOLAT, Inspera Assessment, Haiku Learning, Open edX, SBAC, Canvas, Brightspace etc.Download from http://safeexambrowser.org NAPLAN is moving online. This means moving NAPLAN from the current paper-based tests to computer-based assessments. The transition to NAPLAN online will commence from 2018.  All schools will be undertaking NAPLAN as paper-based tests in 2017.In May of every year, students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 take part in the National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN). NAPLAN was first introduced in 2008 and has become a routine part of the school calendar in Australia.NAPLAN, which is a part of the National Assessment Program (NAP), is how governments, education authorities and schools can determine whether young Australians are reaching important educational goals.States and territories determine when their schools commence NAPLAN Online.Moving NAPLAN online brings many new opportunities for students and teachers that are limited or not possible with paper-based tests [https://www.nap.edu.au/online-assessment/naplan-online]



Austria – Alpen-Adria university, Klagenfurt

High level 
network monitor
Communication 
blocking
Built on SEB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Austria40% of undergraduate exams use this system.BYOD boot from PXE network – so an Ethernet connection is required for each candidate.Comprehensive – load balancing twin servers, constantly monitored network nodes, Every candidate is effectively using a copy of Windows, so ANY Windows software can be provided at the click of a button in in the Exams Office during the setup period.Exams within the Safe Exam Browser can be MCQ, short answer and essays.



Our e-Exam Project...

Aim for:
• Supervised
• High stakes
• On campus
• Large scale

(image credit: Dr Fluck UTAS)
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Phased implementation strategy
Start > > Current > >  >  > >  >  > >  >  > > Future >

Get Ready Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Institutional 
approvals,

research ethics,
hardware and 
infrastructure.

Paper equivalent 
small scale.

Post-paper small to 
medium.

Medium to large 
scale.

Whitelisted and 
logged Internet

Open but fully 
logged Internet

Basic doc exams to 
begin.

Expanding the 
media landscape.

Adding the power of 
an onboard LMS.

Network BYOD 
exam.

Network mixed 
mode BYOD 

exam.

Crawling Walking Running Jumping Flying!
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http://ta.vu/e-exam-roadmap
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PDF

Scratch SDK

Start! Exam doc Video

On-board LMS quiz

Specialist applications

Sims

It is a platform, not an app! ~ e-tools of the trade.
Post-paper: e-tools



More information….
http://transformingexams.com

Demo videos start-up, use and recovery examples.
E-Exam project contact: mathew.hillier[at]monash.edu

e-Exam Project Resources
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